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The L-Band supports a number of satellite systems, including the
KSAT and VSATs used by the Asian airlines and AonAir serving the
Japanese airlines. It also includes the ACARS messages which are
often sent to monitor aircraft in distress. The units we use for this

episode are a DUB-R7K which is great for general use, and a DUST-
R9K, which is great for the Asian airlines and AonAir. However, it also

supports the CPDLC standard. In this article, we discuss the use of
ADS-BViewer to view and decode L-Band satellite ACARS messages.
Both the messages received from L-Band and CPDLC are displayed

with a drop down menu which allows us to view the individual
messages in the message stream. In order to decode the L-Band

messages, we use JAERO as a software SDR. By connecting JAERO to
an appropriate antenna, we can view and decode L-Band messages.
This can be done with the same antenna we use for our RTL-SDR. For
instance, we use our RTL-SDR for our VHF and UHF satellite work, but

the L-Band antenna is a Rohde & Schwarz DUST-R9K sold by the Astro-
Data company. In this article, we discuss how to operate JAERO.

JAERO is the application we use to decode L-Band satellite ACARS
messages. JAERO is open source software. It is also free and there is

even a L-Band radio community for those seeking the best settings to
receive and decode L-Band satellite ACARS messages. In this article,

we discuss how to receive L-Band satellite ACARS messages with
JAERO. Using JAERO, we can view L-Band messages in real-time. This

is by far the best method to receive L-Band satellite ACARS
messages. 5ec8ef588b
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